For every i = 1,2, ..., n we place P so that pi lies on the edge qiqi+l, and P and Q lie on the same side of the line qiq;+l. This problem can be solved in O(n) time, using the beneath-beyond algorithm.
We conclude that the computation of C(P, Q) can be done in O(n + k) time.
In order to apply the parametric search technique of Megiddo, we need a parallel version of this algorithm.
Step 1, the merging of the normal diagrams, could be performed in parallel in O(log log(min(n, k))) parallel time using m processors, using Valiant's algorithm [Va] . However, the normal diagrams of P and Q are independent of the expansion ratio, so no comparison that this merge generates depends on 6*. We can thus implement this step sequentially, "outside" the generic scheme of Megiddo.
Step 2 involves no comparisons, so it too can be performed sequentially. The coefficients of the t i's will be however functions of the expansion ratio of P.
Step copy of P with expansion ratio equal to the root 6 being compared. Note that the decision step only tells us whether 6 z 6* or b < 6*. In order not to get stuck, we interpret 6 z 6* as 6 > 6* and continue in this manner.
When the entire algorithm terminates, it will have produced an interval 1 so that 6* is either its left endpoint or an interior point. However, the second case is impossible, because the output oft he generic algorithm is the same for all 6 E int (1), but the output must change at 6*, by definition. Hence 6* is the left endpoint of I.
The running time of the algorithm is O(n + k), for the initial step 1 performed just once, plus the cost of the parametric search itself, which, by Section 1.1, is O(n log2 n). We thus obtain: Theorem 1 Given a convex polygon P with k vertices and a convex polygon Q with n vertices, we can compute a placement of the largest homothetic copy of P inside 
2. Compute C'z = C(P2, Q). The parallel version of the algorithms for computing C and O can be used for performing steps 1-5 of the algorithm above.
Step 6 does not involve comparisons, so we need not perform it in parallel.
Step 7 is more difficult to handle, but we exploit the fact that we are only interested in the existence of a translation in U, not in its full structure. So instead of computing U, we will only decide in step 7 whether U = S*\ I is empty or not. 2. As we move P from Z without changing the orient ation 0, along the tangent T1, in the direction of the intersect ion z of the two tangents T1 and T2, the subset P = conv(Sl U S2) of P intersects Wz until S1 touches W1. Figure 2 for an illustration. These are necessary conditions for a critical free placement of P, that is, one of the three situations must occur at a critical free placement. However, they are not sufficient, and while our algorithm will find every orientation of any of the three kinds, it must also be able to discard critical placements that are not free. The collection of breakpoints is a superset of all the critical orientations of the first kind; every one of them will later be tested to decide whether it is free, in the manner described in the next subsection.
It is shown in [LS

Remark. In [LS] it is proved that the number of break
Step Clearly, this step runs in 0(knA4(kn)) time.
Again, we will later discard non-free critical orientations found in this step.
Step 4: Calculate critical orientations of the third kind. Step 1 can clearly be carried out by 0(k2n2) processors in O(1) parallel time, with each processor calculating one bounding function.
Step 2 is performed using a divide and conquer strat- the lower envelopes is thus O(log(kn) log log(kn)) using 0(knJ4(kn)) processors.
Step 3 also uses a merge, but only once for each cent act pair, and the calculation of envelope intersections over all contact pairs can clearly be done in parallel. The tot al parallel time for this step is therefore O(log log(kn)) using 0(knA4(kn)) processors.
Step 
